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1. INTRODUCTION 

We define at-permutation network to be a graph G with t distinguished vertices 
called terminals, with the property that for any one-to-one pairing {(xi, Yi)} among the 
terminals there is a set {Pi} of vertex-disjoint paths in G with Pi joining Xi to Yi for each 
i. Permutation networks obviously have many applications in communication networks, 
but they have also received substantial attention in the context of permutation layouts, 
a basic tool in the layout of printed circuits and large scale integrated chips (see (CS80], 
(KKF79], (SH80], [TK82], (AKLLW85], [AKLLW90], (AKS90]). 

A permutation layout is a permutation network where the graph G is a rectangu-
. lar (2-dimensional) grid graph. The definition of permutation layout sometimes includes 
additional assumptions such as that the terminals are partitioned into inputs and out
puts with only one-to-one pairings between inputs and outputs considered. Since it is 
possible to modify our definition and result in a straightforward manner to correspond 
to these variants we restrict our attention to the case described here. 

One of the key questions concerning permutation layouts is how large a rectangle 
is needed to construct at-permutation layout, since this influences how densely circuits 
can be laid out on chips. Examples of rectangular grids with 0( t3 ) area which contain 
t-permutation layouts ( and simple algorithms for finding the routings of the connecting 
paths) were given by Cutler and Shiloach in [CS78], who also proved that if all the 
terminals lie on at most two horizontal lines of the grid, then the rectangle must have 
area at least f2(t 2 •5 ). Techniques very similar to those given by Cutler and Shiloach 
are commonly used in circuit layout. In [AKLLW85], Aggarwal et al proved an f2(t3

) 

lower bound on the area of t-permutation layouts, showing that the Cutler-Shiloach 
techniques are asymptotically optimal. This result raises two obvious questions. Can 
the area needed be reduced by using multiple layers of grids, or by using some other 
planar graph instead of rectangular grids? Since area is not an appropriate measure for 
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planar graphs, in the second question area is replaced by number of vertices as these 
two measures essentially agree on grids. 

The first question is addressed in [AKLLW90] where the 0( t3
) lower bound on area 

is extended to multi-layer grid permutation networks with the restriction that some 
(arbitrarily small) fixed fraction of the connecting paths do not change layers. The 
restriction that a fixed fraction of the paths do not change layers is essential, since 
the standard crosspoint switch is a two layer t-permutation layout with 0( t 2) area, 
in which every routing path changes layers once. In spite of the reduction of area 
obtainable with the use of layer changes, the practical advantages of avoiding layer 
changes continue to make planar permutation networks a useful tool in circuit layout. 
Thus the second question remains a significant issue. The purpose of this paper, is to 
answer the second question by proving an H( t3 ) lower bound on the number of vertices 
in a planar t-permutation network, showing that the current grid-based techniques are 
asymptotically optimal. 

Like the lower bound fort-permutation grid graphs in [AKLLW85, AKLLW90), our 
proof uses the permutation property of the graph to simulate a planar embedding of an 
expanding graph on 0( t) vertices and then applies the quadratic lower bound on the 
crossing number of expanding graphs to get the desired 0( t3

) lower bound. However, 
we also use an additional tool, namely the existence of weight-balanced separators for 
planar graphs. Combining these two techniques results in a proof which is more general 
and simpler than the ones for grid graphs given in [AKLLW85] and [AKLLW90). 

2. THE LOWER BOUND 

Let G be a t-permutation network with n vertices. We first note that we may 
assume that G has maximum degree 3 since replacing the edges adjacent to each vertex 
of higher degree with a binary tree connecting the vertex to its neighbours only increases 
the number of vertices by at most a constant factor, and does not affect the permutation 
property. In addition we may assume that G is connected since all the terminals must 
lie in the same connected component of a permutation network, and the connected 
component will itself be a permutation network. Finally, we may assume that each 
terminal has degree 1 since if necessary we can hang a new terminal vertex off each 
original terminal. 

We start the section by describing the weight-balanced separator theorem (2.1) 
and one of its corollaries, culminating with the formulation we will actually apply, the 
balanced terminal separator lemma (2.2). We then give the version of the lower bound 
on crossing number (2.3) which we need, and close with the proof of the lower bound 
on the number of vertices in a planar permutation network (2.4 ). 

The weight-balanced separator is a generalization of the weighted version of the 
planar separator theorem given in [LT79]. Specifically, the original theorem in [LT79] 
proves that if every vertex in an n-vertex planar graph has a weight, then there is a set 
of 0( ./n) edges and vertices whose removal splits the graph into two subsets so that 
each subset contains at most half the total weight. In the generalization, vertices have 
several different weights and we want to find a separator which simultaneously splits all 
the weights in half. The precise statement is as follows. 
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Theorem 2.1 (Weight-Balanced Separator). Given an n-vertex planar graph where 
each vertex has a k-vector of weights, the graph can be split into two subsets by removing 
0( k,Jn) edges and vertices, such that for each component of the weight vector, the total 
component weight of each subset is at most half the total component weight of the graph. 

A weaker form of this theorem was first proved by Leighton in [L82], using a 
combinatorial result on splitting necklaces of coloured beads. A stronger and very 
elegant form of the necklace splitting result was proved by Goldberg and West [GW85], 
though with a rather lengthy and involved proof. Alon and West [AW86] later gave a 
very simple proof based on the Borsuk-Ulam "ham-sandwich" theorem from topology. 
The proof of the weight-balanced separator theorem in its full generality can be found in 
the last two lectures of [LLS89], though in fact the special cases found in [182], [BL84], 
and [GW85, p. 104, thm. 4], would suffice for our purposes. 

It is well-known, and easy to prove by iteratively applying the original weighted 
planar separator theorem, that for any p, and any weighted planar graph G of bounded 
degree, there exist 0( Jim,) edges whose removal splits G into p pieces each having at 
most l/p of the total weight. Similarly, by using the weight-balanced separator theorem 
and assigning each vertex a pair of weights, one the vertex's original weight and the 
second the number of removed edges which are adjacent to the vertex, is not hard to 
prove the following stronger result. For any p, and any weighted planar graph G of 
bounded degree, there exist 0( Jim,) edges whose removal splits G into p pieces each 
having at most 1/p of the total weight, and such that each piece is adjacent to 0(1/p) 
of the removed edges. Such decompositions are called fully balanced decompositions 
and are discussed in detail in the last two lectures of [LLS89] and in [BL84]. Applying 
the fully balanced decomposition result in the context of planar permutation networks 

-yields the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2 (Balanced Terminal Separator). Given a bounded degree n-vertex pla
nar graph with t terminals each having degree one, there exist 0( .Jnt) edges whose 
removal results in a graph such that each connected component is incident to 0( /nit) 
removed edges and each terminal is its own component. 

Proof. First remove the t edges adjacent to terminals. Assign each vertex a weight 
equal to the number of removed edges adjacent to it. Now taking p = t, a fully-balanced 
decomposition of this weighted graph has the desired properties.I 

Lemma 2.3 (Crossing Pairs). 
There exists a constant c > 0 such that for each s there is an s-vertex graph H 

of degree at most 3, such that for each planar embedding of H there are at least cs2 

distinct pairs of edges which cross each other. 
Proof. We first note that in any planar embedding of a graph H with the minimum 

number of edge-crossings, each pair of edges crosses at most once. To see this, suppose 
we have an embedding and that e and e' are edges which cross each other more than 
once. Let x and y be consecutive crossings between e and e'. The crossings at x and y 
can be eliminated by rerouting e1 and e so that each follows the other's path between 
x and y ( see Figure 1), and hence the embedding could not have had the minimum 
number of crossings. Given this observation the lemma follows immediately from the 
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well-known fact that there are expanding graphs of degree 3 and Leighton's quadratic 
lower bound on the crossing number of expanding graphs [184]. I 

Figure 1. 

We are now ready to prove the desired lower bound. 

Theorem 2.4. If G is a connected n-vertex planar t-permutation network of degree 
at most 3, then n = n(t3 ). 

Proof. By the terminal separator lemma, there is a set R of 0( ✓-ni,) edges of 
G whose 1·emoval results in a graph such that each connected component is incident 
to 0( ./n]t) removed edges and each terminal is its own component. Let G\R be 
the graph obtained by removing the edges in R from G, and let ac be the graph of 
obtained from G by contracting every edge of G which is not in R, and then removing 
multiple edges. An example is shown in figure 2. It is easy to see that each vertex of 
Ge corresponds to a connected component of G\R, and that Ge is a connected planar 
graph with 0( ./n]t) maximal degree. We will refer to a vertex of Ge as a terminal 
node if the corresponding connected component of G\R is a terminal. We will assume 
that we have a fixed embedding of G in the plane. 

o denotes tenninals 

denotes edges in R 

c:::::t> 

Figure 2 

Let Tc be a subtree of Ge whose leaves are the terminal nodes. Such a tree can be 
obtained, for example, by taking a spanning tree of Ge and chopping off all branches 
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which contain no terminal nodes. Since each terminal node has degree 1 in G and hence 
in Ge, it must be a lea£ of any spanning tree of Ge and hence the leaves of this tree will 
be exactly the terminal nodes. Let T be a subtree of G which maps onto Tc, i.e. T 
is obtained by replacing each edge of Tc with a representative edge in Rand replacing 
each vertex of Tc with a subtree of the component corresponding to that vertex in Ge. 
An example is shown in figure 3. Note that the leaves of Tare the terminals. 

Figure 3 

Let Q be a simple curve in the plane connecting the terminals, with Q running 
alongside the induced embedding of the edges of T in the plane, picking up the terminals 
as illustrated in Figure 4. Q is assumed to be routed sufficiently closely to T so that it 

. only intersects edges of G when it runs past a vertex of T where it may have to cross 
an edge in G\T which is adjacent to the vertex. We label the terminals z1 , •.• , Zt in the 
order in which they are first visited by Q . 

....._ denotesQ 

Figure 4 

We will call each portion of Q joining a pair of consecutive terminals a link, and 
say that a link runs through a component of G\R if it runs past some vertex in the 
component. It will be important to keep in mind that links are not part of any of the 
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graphs but merely simple curves lying in the plane in which the graphs are embedded. 
Since each link starts and ends at a terminal, and at most two links can run alongside 
any edge in T, it is easy to see that if y is a vertex of degree d in Tc, then at most 
2d links can run through the component Cy represented by y. Let C1 , ..• , Cm be the 
components of G\R, and for each i let ni be the number of links which run through Ci. 
We now show that En;>4 ni :5 6t. Let di be the degree of the vertex representing Ci in 
Tc. We already noted that ni :5 2di and hence it suffices to prove that Ld;>2 ni :5 3t. 
However this is obvious since it is easy to prove that the number of ver tices of degree at 
least 3 in any tree is at most 3 times the number of leaves, and Tc has exactly t leaves 
since its leaves are the terminal nodes. 

Now takings = t/3 in Lemma 2.3, suppose His a degree 3 graph on t/3 vertices 
v1, .•. , Vt/a such that for each planar embedding of H there are at least c(t/3)2 distinct 
pairs of edges which cross each other. We want to use the planar embeddings of G and 
Q to produce an embedding of Hin the plane. We use zah-l to represent Vh for each h. 
Let Zh = {z3h-2, zah-1, zah}, Now let {(xi, Yi)} be a one-to-one pairing of the terminals 
of G such that for each edge (vj, vk) in H there is some i such that Xi E Zi and Yi E Zk. 
This is easy to do since H is of degree at most 3 and !Zh I = 3 for each h. Now each 
edge ( Vj, Vk) of H is embedded as the corresponding permutation path Pi plus possibly 
a link at one or both ends to complete the connection to its endpoints. Note that each 
link is used by at most one edge of H. Since the Pi are mutually disjoint and the links 
are also mutually disjoint except at possibly the vertices of H, two embedded edges of 
H can only cross if one of the edges' permutation paths crosses a link used by the other 
edge. Thus there are O(t2 ) distinct pairs of permutation paths and links which cross 
each other. By the choice of Q, each such crossing can only occur when the link runs 
past a vertex which is an endpoint of an edge in the permutation path. We will say 
a permutation path and link cross inside a component of G\R if the vertex is in that 
component. 

For each i let Ti be the number of edges in R incident to the connected component 
Ci. Since there is at most one permutation path using each edge in R, the number 
of permutation paths which pass through Ci is at most ri, and hence the number of 
distinct pairs of permutation paths and links which cross inside Ci is at most niri, Let 
a be the total number of distinct pairs which cross. We have 

m 

a :5 Lniri :5 4 L ni + L niri, 
i=l r; ~4 r; >4 

Clearly we have E ni :5 2IRI, and we proved earlier that Er;>4 Ti :5 6t. In addition we 

have !RI = 0( ./nt) and max{ni} = 0( vnfi,). Thus we have 4 Lr·<4 ni = O(IRI) = ,_ 
0(./nt) and Er;>4 niri :5 6tmax{ni} = 0(./nt) also. Hence a= 0(./nt). Finally, 
combining this with the lower bound a= O(t2

) implies n = O(t3
) as desired.1 
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